
2007 Chevy HD Bolt Over

Start by opening hood. Then locating and removing the plastic rivets holding core support cover in place. This will allow you to reach behind 
the stock grille shell. Next place the Top billet grille into opening and center. Using the supplied 1/4 - 20 x 1 1/2" bolts place bolt thru the 
mounting tab in billet grille. Now on the back side of the grille shell place the supplied brackets & nut and Loosely tighten. To ensure a 
tight fi t around the stock emblem area you will need to pull the billet grille down against the emblem and tighten the bolts. Repeat for all 
remaining mounting tabs. Now place the Lower billet grille into opening and center. Using the supplied 1/4 - 20 x 1 1/2” bolts place bolt thru 
the mounting tab in billet grille. Now on the back side of the grille shell place the supplied brackets & nut and Loosely tighten. Check for 
alignment and tighten.  Note please see drawings for bracket placement for the upper billet grille and lower billet grille. Brackets are offset the 
upper brackets attach with the offset to the bottom the lower brackets offset to the top.

PART#  43911 (Brushed) 43912 - (Polished) 43913 - (Black)  Bolt Over UpperAfter

8    -    Brackets

8    -    1/4-20 x 1 1/2" Bolts

8    -    1/4-20 Nyloc Nuts

Completed Installation

For installation of billet grilles that require cutting of the stock shell, proper tools, knowledge and skill are needed.  Carriage Works is not responsible for care & accuracy of the instal-
lation, only for Fit & Finish of its products.  Use a qualifi ed installer or contact original vendor for references to complete all instructions.

 NOTE:  Please adjust horizontal blades if irregular.  This is the result of shipping and handling outside of Carriage Works control.
Also Carriage Works Recommends applying a high quality automotive wax to maintain the original appearance.
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